[Critical aspects of the direct distribution of medicines to patients upon discharge at the G. Rummo hospital in Benevento (Italy)].
Delivering prescription drugs directly to patients at the moment of discharge from the hospital is a useful tool for ensuring continuity in patient drug use, improving prescriptive appropriateness, limiting pharmaceutical expenditure and analyzing pharmacoepidemiological data. A project was therefore conducted from April 2005 to January 2007, at the G. Rumino hospital in Benevento (Italy), to encourage the direct delivery of drugs to patients upon discharge. The project consisted of various phases. Firstly, the medical records of all patients discharged from the hospital during April 2005 were analysed, mainly to collect information regarding discharge prescriptions, verify whether copies of the discharge form and prescription records were present in the chart, the type of drugs prescribed and whether these were available in the hospital pharmacy list of available drugs and had been dispensed to the patient. The percentage of drugs not available and of patients who did not pick up the prescribed drugs was calculated, critical aspects of the prescription process were analysed, and corrective measures implemented. A second evaluation of medical records was then performed for patients discharged in January 2007, to evaluate the effectiveness of the corrective measures applied. Results show that most discharged patients continue not to take advantage of the direct distribution of drugs in hospital and more information and communication to physicians and patients regarding this opportunity is required.